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Using the master equation we calculate the contribution of the excited state of a two-level atom to its interacting potential with a perfectly conducting wall at finite temperature. For low temperature, ~ω0 /kB T = k0 λT ≫ 1, where ω0 = k0 c is the transition frequency of the  atom and λT is the thermal wavelength, we show that this contribution is very small ∝ e−k0 λT . In the opposite limit (k0 λT ≪ 1), however, we show that the expression for the interacting potential, for all relevant distance regimes, becomes exactly the same as that for very short distances (k0 z ≪ 1) and with the field in the vacuum state. PACS numbers: 12.20.Ds,34.20.Cf



In 1948 Casimir and Polder [1] considered for the first time retardation effects on the dispersive van der Waals forces between two atoms and between an atom and a perfectly conducting wall. Since then, these forces are called Casimir-Polder forces (CP forces), and this subject have been explored exaustively in the literature. Good reviews have been written on dispersive van der Waals interaction [2, 3] and many elaborated papers concerning level-shifts near surfaces have appeared, as for instance, [4], to mention just a few. It is worth mentioning that CP forces have been observed experimentally [5]. Recently, the influence of real conditions on the CP interaction has been considered [6]. Further, higher multipole corrections [7], lateral Casimir forces [8], the influence of the CP interaction on Bose-Einstein condensates [9, 10] and applications to nanotubes [11] are some of the many branches of great activity on this subject nowadays. In a previous paper [13] we analysed the interaction of an atom with a perfectly conducting wall starting from the general expressions for the energy level shifts of a small system interacting with a large one considered as a reservoir. In that work we studied the vacuum and thermal contributions separately and considered only the level shift of the groundstate of the atom. In this letter we shall generalize our previous result taking into account the excited state contribution. As far we know, our final result has never appeared in the literature. We shall follow the same procedure as that presented in reference [14]. Adopting the dipole approximation the coupling between the radiation field and the atom is given by V (x, t) = −d (t) · E (x, t), where d (t) is the dipole moment of the atom induced by the electric field E (x, t) = P † kλ Fkλ (x, t) akλ + h.c.. In this expression, the field mode Fkλ (x, t) is a function that takes into account the contributions of sources and boundary conditions imposed to the field and a†kλ is the creation operator of a photon with wave-vector k and polarization iλ which sath † isfies the commutation relations akλ , ak′ λ′ = δkk′ δλλ′ . Let |gi and |ei the ground and the excited states of the atom with unperturbed energies Eg and Ee respectively.



Then, the level shifts are given by: E δ grr = δEerr ; δEgf r = −δEef r 1X E δ grr = − α− (k)|Fkλ (x, t) |2 2 kλ   X 1 E δ gf r = − α+ (k)|Fkλ (x, t) |2 hnkλ i + 2 kλ   1 1 α0 k0 P , ±P α ∓ (k) = 2 k + k0 k − k0



(1) (2) (3) (4)



fr rr where δEg(e) = δEg(e) + δEg(e) is the level shift of the 2 state |gi (|ei), α0 = 2|deg | /3~ω0 is the static polarizability, ω0 = k0 c = (Ee − Eg ) /~ is the transition frequency of the atom, P is the principal Cauchy value, k = |k| and hnkλ i is the statistical average number of photons in a given mode. Equation (2) gives the reservoir reaction contribution and has the same value for both |gi and |ei states. Equation (3), which gives the fluctuations of reservoir contribution, however, has opposite signs for |gi and |ei. Since this term is the only one that carries the information about the field state, we expect that the computation of the |ei-contribution to the interacting potential will make it weaker. In order to weight up the |ei-contribution, let p be the probability of the atom to be in the |gi state. Then 1 − p will be the probability to be in the |ei state. Hence, the total average level shift of the atom is: δE = (1 − 2p) δEg +2pδEgrr . For the specific case of a two-level atom in a thermal bath at temperatute T and separated by a distance z of a perfectly conducting wall, last equation leads to:   1 2V rr (z) V (z, T )=tanh k0 λT Vg (z, T ) + k0 λ0T , (5) +1 2 e



Vg (z, T )=Vgf r (z, T ) + V0rr (z) ,   Z 1 ~c ∞ 3 k α+ (k) G(2kz) coth kλT dk , Vgf r (z, T )= π 0 2 Z ∞ ~c V0rr (z)= k 3 α− (k) G (2kz) dk , π 0 sin x cos x sin x +2 2 −2 3 , G (x)= x x x



2 where λT = ~c/kB T is the thermal length, kB is the Boltzmann constant, Vg (z, T ) is the interaction due to the ground-state contribution only, Vgf r (z, T ) is the “fluctuation-reservoir” contribution and V0rr (z) is the “reservoir-reaction” contribution [13]. Recall that λT defines a length scale beyond which the thermal contribution to the interaction is dominant relative to the vacuum contribution. Equation (5) is the main result of this letter, from which we shall derive some important particular cases. Looking at distances smaller than λT , in the low temperature limit (k0 λT ≫ 1), one may write (5) as V (ℓ) (z, T ) ≃ Vg (z, T ) − 2e−k0 λT [Vg (z, T ) − V0rr (z)] which implies (ℓ)



VL (z, T ) = −



 ~ω0 α0 + e−k0 λT O z −2 , 3 8 z



(6)



 3~c α0 + e−k0 λT O z −1 , 4 8π z



(7)



der Waals behavior dominates over all distances. We have not considere the regime where z < λT ≪ 1/k0 since it is not relevant experimentally. In Figure 1 we plot Vz>λT (z, T ) and VLif (z, T ) given by (8) and (9) in terms of θ = 2kB T /~ω0 . In the Figure 2 we plot the relative discrepancy ∆V % = 100 × |1 − VLif /V |, with V given by (8). One can see that for θ ≃ 0.26, the discrepancy is ∆V % ≃ 0.1%, while for θ ≃ 3.0 this discrepancy raises to ∆V % ≃ 210%. These values would be easily detected. Hence, it is possible to check the results shown in Figure 2 and the validity of equation (8), at room temperature, using slabs of substances with energy level structures like the one shown in Figure 3. Note that the energy level profile shown in this figure has two levels Eg and Ee sufficiently near to each other so that Ee − Eg ∼ kB T and another one Ec such that Ec − Ee ≫ kB T .



valid for k0 z ≪ 1 and



)



(ℓ) VL



valid for 1 ≪ k0 z ≪ k0 λT . From now on, and (ℓ) VCP will be referred to as London and Casimir-Polder regimes for low temperature respectively. In the last two equations, the |ei-contribution is very small compared to the |gi-contribution. This is expected since for kB T ≪ ~ω0 the probability of finding the system in its groundstate is much larger than to find it in its excited-state. For distances larger than the thermal length, z > λT , and for any value of temperature, equation (5) may be written as: Vz>λT (z, T ) = −



~ω0 α0 f (θ) 8 z3



Lifshitz asymptotic result.
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VCP (z, T ) = −



Interaction with the excited state contribution.



FIG. 1: Ratio V (z, T ) /VL (z) = f (θ), where VL (z) = −~ω0 α0 /8z 3 , in terms of θ = 2kB T /~ω0 . The behaviour of ratio VLif (z, T ) /VL (z) = θ is also shown in the figure, for comparison.



(8)



Vz>λT (z, T ) ≃ VLif (z, T ) = −kB T α0 /4z 3



(9)



with very small corrections proportional to e−k0 λT . As a consequence, there are three distance regimes given by (6), (7) and (8), corresponding, respectively, to the conditions z ≪ 1/k0 , 1/k0 ≪ z ≪ λT and 1/k0 ≪ λT ≤ z. We can say that London-van der Waals interaction (∝ 1/z 3) changes to Casimir-Polder interaction (∝ 1/z 4) and then Lifshitz asymptotic behavior (∝ T /z 3 ) takes place as the distance between the atom and the wall increases. For very high temperature, λT ≪ 1/k0 , however, the Casimir-Polder regime disappears, since condition 1/k0 ≪ z ≪ λT can not be satisfied anymore; equation (8) is then applicable to all relevant distance regimes (z > λT ): for kB T ≫ ~ω0 , f (θ) → 1 and hence V (z, T ) ≃ −~ω0 α0 /8z 3 =: VL (z) and the London-van
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where f (θ) = θ tanh (1/θ) with θ = 2kB T /~ω0 . This is a very interesting result. At low temperature the interacting potential agrees with that obtained from Lifshitz formula [15]: Error% = 100*(V = 100*(
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FIG. 2: Percentual error between the potential V (z, T ) given by (8) and Lifshitz asymptotic result VLif = −kB T α0 /4z 3 in terms of θ = 2kB T /~ω0 .



In order to calculate the force between a semi-infinite dilute slab of any material and a very good conductor,
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the integration of (8):
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FIG. 3: A substance which simulates a two-level system that can be used to check our result (8). Levels Ee and Eg are sufficiently close to each other so that thermal fluctuations can populate significantly both of them: Ee − Eg ∼ kB T ≃ 1/40 eV. Level Ec is so far Ee and Eg (Ec − Ee ≫ kB T ) so that, in pratice, it can not be populated by thermal fluctuations.



one may integrate equation (8) over all distances between the molecules of the slab and the conducting wall. Then, the dependence on z and T will be the same as given by (8), though the constant of proportionality may be different due to the non-additivity of van der Waals forces [16]. Considering a distance a between the conductor and a slab caracterized by a dielectric constant ǫ ∼ 1, one may write for the force per unit area, after performing
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where we used the Clausius-Mosotti relation [17]: 4πα0 N = 3 (ǫ − 1) / (ǫ + 2) with N being the number of particles per unit volume of the rarefied medium with dielectric constant ǫ. Since for this case the force F (z, T ) has the same behavior with tempearture as that given by (8), the quantity ∆F % = 100×|1−FLif (z, T ) /F (z, T ) |, where FLif (z, T ) ≃ −3kB T (ǫ − 1) /16π (ǫ + 2) z 3 is the force between the slabs derived from VLif (z, T ), will behave exactly as shown in Figure (2). In this letter, we have analyzed the contribution of the excited state of a two-level atom to the interaction potential between the atom and a perfectly conducting wall. We have shown that the corrections to London-van der Waals, Casimir-Polder and Lifshitz limits at low temperature (k0 λT ≫ 1) are very small. For k0 λT ∼ 1 or higher the interaction may differ strongly from Lifshitz result for distances z ∼ λT , as shown in Figure 2. Finally, for very high temperature (k0 λT ≪ 1) the interaction behaves as the London-van der Waals limit for all distances. We expect that setups like those usually employed to measure Casimir forces [18, 19] may be used to check our results. Acknowledgements TNCM and CF would like to thank Capes and CNPq, resepectively, for partial financial support.
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